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Purpose

The goal of this lesson is to provide a general 

understanding of the concerns that motivate vigilance 

regarding maritime security and compliance with the 

ISPS Code.
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Objectives

• DESCRIBE threats that may affect port facilities

• DISCUSS incidents that have impacted vessels and port facilities

• DESCRIBE potential maritime security threat vectors for port 
facilities

• DISCUSS reasons effective security measures benefit port facilities
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Cruise Industry: A Target

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you consider the cruise industry a potential target for security threats? Is the cruise industry vulnerable to a potential terrorist attack or security incident?The cruise industry is an attractive target for terrorist that would have a potentially huge impact. The nature of the industry’s operations present opportunities that could be exploited. The impact on tourism and the subsequent economic fallout from an attack would be significant. The Achille Lauro hijacking led to a sharp decline in Mediterranean cruises, as did the Bardo Museum attack in Tunisia, which resulted in the redistribution into other “safer” markets such as the Caribbean. In Tunisia, the Sousse Beach attack further resulted in a decrease in European visitors. 
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Security Vulnerabilities

• Commercial pressures

• On-board security

• Crew vetting

• Insider Threat

• Security Screening

• Piracy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial Pressures: The cruise industry faces financial and operational constraints, and must meet shareholder and passenger expectations. Pressures may influence cruise lines to sacrifice security in certain destinations for the sake of their bottom line.Crew Vetting: Vetting is standard across the industry but how the vetting process is undertaken will vary.Insider Threats: Insider threats may involve employees or even government officials engaging in violence or criminal enterprise which could lead to a facilitated attack, incident, or even a lack of an effective security posture.Security Screening: Ship security screening tends to be robust however, security measures can be defeated by (i.e) drug smugglers. Security measures at the port of entry and/or tenders may not be sufficient.
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Security Vulnerabilities

• Port Security Measures

• Rapidly changing security 
environment

• Operations

• Port Calls and shore 
excursions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Port Calls and shore excursions: Cruise industry is an attractive  target because of the publicly advertised predictability of port calls, making it easier for terrorists to plot and plan. 
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Vulnerabilities and Attractiveness 
to Terrorism

• Cruise Terminals are easily accessible

• Large numbers of people confined to a single geographic space
‒ Maximize casualties
‒ Mass chaos
‒ Combines economic and human targets 
‒ Political, social, and economic effects

• Vulnerabilities: 
‒ Large target
‒ “Unescapable” – while at sea
‒ Rescue operations have high-potential to be disastrous

• Cruise ships are highly iconic in nature

• Global Cable Network News (CNN) effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cruise ship terminals are not isolated in industrial areas as are other cargo facilities but are easily accessible. Large numbers of people (ships’ capacity is increasing) confined to a single geographic space which makes them ideal venues for carrying out assaults intended to maximize casualties.Cruise ships are highly iconic in nature.Global Cable Network News (CNN) effect. Want to target Westerners – most cruise ships are predominately “Westerners” An attack that hurts our Economy is a “double-win” for any terrorist organization – all the others pillars (e.g., political, military, media, cultural, social) exist around the main pillar, which is the economy, which they know is the most important one.An attack on a cruise ships would cause tourists to avert to other “vacation alternatives” – affecting tourism, especially for the Caribbean Islands, would be devastating to your economy. 
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Vulnerabilities and Attractiveness 
to Terrorism

• Security checks are far less stringent than those used in 
commercial aviation.

• Lack of comprehensive background checking/vetting of those 
with access to the ship at overseas port calls (i.e. service 
employees).

• Low wages may make persons highly receptive to bribes.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Security checks are far less stringent than those used in commercial aviation.Although major operators thoroughly vet their own crew and maintenance staff, service employees who have access to ships at overseas port calls may not undergone any form of comprehensive background checking.
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Vulnerabilities and Attractiveness 
to Terrorism

• Cruise ships routinely 
anchor offshore for 
extended periods of time 
making a cruise ship 
susceptible to a collision 
assault attack

• Precise schedules and 
preplanned itineraries are 
readily available on the 
internet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cruise ships routinely anchor offshore for extended periods of time i.e. (up to 24 hours) to allow passengers to take day trips/excursions, making a cruise ship susceptible to a collision assault attack (i.e. fast-approach explosive laden suicide craft. Precise schedules and preplanned itineraries are readily available on the internet. 
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Attack Contingencies and 
Implications

• Sinking a cruise ship 

• External small boat ramming attack  

• Underwater attack

• Other scenarios (e.g., IED in passenger congregation areas,  
random lethal assaults, or “Black Swan” event)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sinking a cruise ship – Extremely difficult. Built with safety as the foremost priority. Double-hulled. Watertight subdivision. Attempting to overcome these safeguards requires highly powerful bombs/explosive devices and a sophistication in understanding of structural integrity. External Small Boat Ramming Attack – This type of attack combines a blast’s shock wave with the energy of momentum, has a far greater possibility of causing extensive damage. USS Cole and M/V Limburg demonstrate the difficulty of fatally destroying a major oceangoing carrier. Underwater Attack – Attaching mines or other devices to a docked cruise ship.  Diving requires considerable training with regards to swimming undetected and avoiding high volume traffic. Torpedo attack. Other Scenarios – Other scenarios are less dramatic but still elicit fear, damage, or publicity: i.e. a bomb explosion where passengers routinely congregate for relaxation and recreation, including restaurants, casinos, and cinemas. Plastic/C4 explosive would be ideal for this type of attack because it is hard to detect and highly malleable (can be hidden in everyday items that are unlikely to raise suspicions.  Targeting ships by rockets – it is a large target. 
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Concerns

• Security is a global issue. Terrorists and 
other non-state actors have no boundaries

• Even good security does not always deter a 
threat or terrorist action

• Plans must be in place to respond to a 
security threat
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Security Benefits

• Good security provides for mitigation of threats and effective response 
to incidents that may occur.  

• Even if a crisis is caused by an accident or natural disaster, a culture of 
good security prepares personnel for a better response.
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Risk

Capabilities x Intentions

Threat x Vulnerability x Consequence

Risk

PFSP
PFSA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Efforts to ensure an accurate PFSA and effective PFSP contribute to the reduction of overall RISK.
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Threats

Threats may come from:

• Terrorists

• Criminals/piracy

• Civil disorder

• Disgruntled employees

• Activists
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Aden, Yemen: 2000

• USS Cole attacked by suicide small 
boat while refueling

• VBIED tore 40 foot X 40 foot hole in 
hull, killing 17 and injuring 39

Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oct. 2000 – one the first major asymmetric warfare attacks against the U.S. Terrorists used unconventional means to direct an attack against a U.S. warship
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Gulf of Aden: 2002

• M/T Limburg attacked by small boat 
laden with explosives

• Approx. 14,000 m3 of oil was 
discharged into the Gulf of Aden

• One killed and 12 injured

Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6 Oct 2002 – Suicide boat – al-QaedaOne Crew member was killed and twelve were wounded Attack effects:  - Short-term collapse of international shipping in the Gulf of Aden – which cost Yemen $3.8 million /month in port revenues 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph illustrates the impact in actual TEUs moved through Aden as a result of the Limburg attack and the associated increase in cost.  The graph isn’t immediately clear, but the red line shows the number of TEUs moved in 2002.  The purple line shows the numbers for 2003 and makes it clear that by the end of 2003, well over a year later, Aden had still not recovered completely in container throughput. Not to put too fine a point on it, but in today’s environment ports and shipping interests can be damaged significantly in their long term competitiveness if there are security shortfalls.Another related point that I try to make frequently is that there are positive spin-offs from good security – or at least the possibility of it - in reducing cargo theft.  I believe that the costs in increased security necessary to implement ISPS can be offset by the potential to reduce other expenses - cargo theft and insurance to protect against it– expenses that for the most part have been accepted in maritime trade as the cost of doing business.
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Incidents

Davao City, Philippines: 2003

• A bomb exploded near a barbecue 
stand in a row of food stalls by the 
Sasa Wharf Ferry 

• The Filipina Princess and 
Superferry 15 were pier-side at the 
time of the attack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 April 2003 – explosion hit the entrance of the Sasa Wharf seaport – 16 killed; 45 injured 
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Philippines: 2004

• Superferry 14 underway off 
coast 

• Small television with 3.6 Kg of 
explosives inside detonated, 
resulting in blast and fire with 
116 killed or missing

Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
27 Feb 2004 sailed from Manila with 899 passengers and crew aboard. Abu Sayyaf responsible 
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Incidents

Aqaba, Jordan: 2005

• USS Ashland and USS Kearsarge
attacked by two katyusha rockets 
while in port

• Standoff rockets missed the 
vessels, but struck a warehouse, 
killing 1 Jordanian soldier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
19 Aug 2005 Responsible: al-Qaeda associated group 
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Incidents

Gulf of Aden: 2006

• M/V HYUNDAI FORTUNE 97km from Yemen

• Vessel damaged, one crewmember injured

• Fire caused by accidental ignition of hazardous material… not a security 
incident

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize that this incident could have easily been a security incident.  This sets up the next slide that makes the point that effective security can assist in better response for many types of incidents.
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Incidents

Mumbai, India: 2008

• Militants hijacked vessel, then used 
small boats to land at fishing village

• Open sources state that local 
fishermen asked militants who they 
were at landing, and reported the 
incident to police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attacked railway station, the popular Leopold Café, two hospitals, and a theatre  - hostages were taken at a Jewish outreach centre and two luxury hotels. 
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Incidents

Strait of Hormuz: 2010

• VLCC tanker M. Star attacked by small boat with explosives, detonating 
alongside 

• Vessel damaged, one crewmember injured

• If blast had penetrated the hull, environmental and economic damage 
could have been catastrophic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
28 July 2010 – al-Qaeda claimed responsibility for the attack 
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Basra, Iraq: 2013

• Truck Bomb explodes in port of Umm Qasr

• Vessel damaged, four workers injured

Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
29 July 2013 
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Incidents

1.) Radisson Blu Hotel

2.) Splendid Hotel & Coffee Bar

3.) Beach Resorts in Grand-
Bassam, Ivory Coast

*French / Western Based targets

*France has large military base in 
Ouagadougou

*Sousse, Tunisia: Beach resort 
massacre. 

Al-Qaeda affiliates are threatening West Africa’s most peaceful cities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radisson Blu Totel (Bamako, Mali): 20 Nov. 2015 – 170 people were taken hostage, 20 were killedSplendid Hotel & Coffee Bar (Burkina Faso): 15 Jan 2016 – 30 people were killed, 56 wounded and 176 hostages were released Grand Bassam Beach Resort (Ivory Coast): 13 Mar 2016 – 15 Civilians and 3 special forces were killed. 
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Brussels: 2016

• Airport and Metro suicide bombing

• 32 deaths, and 300 injuries

Recent Incidents Targeting 
Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brussels Airport and Metro Bombings on 22 March 2016. Three coordinated suicide bombings occurred in Belgium: two at Brussels Airport in Zaventem, and one at Maalbeek metro station in central Brussels resulting in 32 deaths and 300 injuries. 
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Istanbul, Turkey: 2016

• Atatürk Airport shooting and suicide bombing

• 45 deaths and 230 injuries

Recent Incidents Targeting 
Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Istanbul airport suicide bombing on 28 June 2016. A terrorist attack consisting of shootings and suicide bombings, occurred on 28 June 2016 at Ataturk Airport in Istanbul, Turkey. Gunmen armed with automatic weapons and assault belts staged a simultaneous attack at the international terminal of Terminal 2. 45 people were killed, in addition to the three attackers, and more than 230 people were injured. 
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• Nice, France: 
‒ July ‘16 – 86 killed, 450+ injured

• Berlin, Germany: 
‒ Dec ‘16 – 12 killed

• London, England: 
‒ Mar ‘17 – 4 killed; 40 injured

• Stockholm, Sweden: 
‒ Apr ’17 – 4 killed; 15 injured

• Barcelona, Spain: 
‒ Aug ’17 – 13 killed; 100+ injured

• New York, U.S.A: 
‒ Oct ‘17 – 8 killed; 11+ injured

• Tajikistan: 
‒ Jul ‘18 – 4 cyclists killed; 3 injured

Recent Incidents
Involving Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14 July 2016 – Truck attack in Nice, France at Bastille Day celebration. Vehicle-ramming attacks are comparatively easy to plan and carry out without detection. The weapon involved is perfectly legal to own and operate but can be devastating; as demonstrated by the 2016 truck attack in Nice, France, which killed 86 people and injured hundreds. The truck attack in Nice marked the beginning of at least four vehicular attacks in Europe within nine months.
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Equifax Data Breach: 2017

• Hackers accessed personal information 

• 143 million people impacted

Cyber Incidents
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Colombo, Sri Lanka: 2019
• 3 Churches, 3 Luxury Hotels attacked

• 253 Killed; over 500+ wounded

Recent Incidents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
21 April 2019 (Easter Sunday) – series of coordinated terrorist suicide attacks occurred during Easter services and at 
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Threat Vectors

The incidents discussed show many different threat vectors:

• Vehicle-bourne IED

• Small boat VBIED

• Standoff attack

• IED on vessel

• IED in facility

• Hijacking

• Active shooter
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Threat Vectors

Additional threat vectors may include:

• Stowaways

• Sabotage to facility equipment

• Underwater swimmers

• Vessel ramming

• Drones

• WMDs

• Cyber

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terrorism is rarely spur of the moment; most terrorist attacks are diligently planned out and rehearsed.  They are incidents where a group will train for many years before a single attack.  The terrorist targets are well documented, observed, and analyzed.  The best defense is to be aware of your surroundings, the background and affiliations of works or contractors, and any unusual behavior suggest as surveillance and information gathering.
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Recent Threat Reporting

“Barbados AG Warns of Terror Threat”

‒ Increased frequency of terrorist attacks on soft targets

‒ Undermines fundamental values and principles that unite the Region

‒ Attack on democracy, human rights, the rule of law, good governance, and the religious 
tolerance

‒ Endangers the social fabric and economic development of the region

‒ Serious threat to peace, security, stability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soft targets: public spaces associated with tourism, major events (sporting, concerts, markets, etc.) and recreation facilities.
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Recent Threat Reporting

“More Arrested in Alleged Plot, But T&T PM Says Security Concerns Remain”

‒ Trinidad & Tobago

‒ Feb ’18

‒ 13 arrested in alleged plot to disrupt Carnival 

‒ “Still have serious concerns about the safety and security of the state 

“Fears of Terrorism Threat Begin to Subside”

‒ Suriname

‒ May ’18

‒ Two Dutch brothers were arrested for alleged ISIS recruitment; one brother was preparing 
to travel to Syria

‒ Terrorist threat against schools & public institutions on social media 
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Summary

• Maritime security threats are variable, real, and require 
vigilance to prevent illicit action and respond to 
incidents.

• Compliance with the ISPS Code, including an accurate 
PFSA, current PFSP, and demonstrated proficiency in 
drills and exercises all contribute to effective anti-
terrorism measures.
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